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Technological progress requires higher-speed units that caused the increasing dynamic loads and their growing role in the oscillatory phenomena. Vibration behavior determines life and reliability of machines, thus the low level vibrations as separate elements, and the whole unit an issue of paramount importance.
Increased vibration machines can be caused by various reasons but the main source of forces that cause vibration are unbalanced state of machine parts, rotating, i.e. the rotor. This condition can be caused by such factors as easing mounting parts on the shaft, the shaft and wear necks seats slabbing parts, residual mechanical or temperature deformation shaft fracture due to corrosion of impellers or work in cavitation mode, and others. Imbalance is called the displacement of the main rotor axis of symmetry axis of its rotation. In a parallel shifting of the axis of said static unbalance of the rotor, if during the displacement axis intersect, then there is a dynamic imbalance.
Damping of vibrations through the elastic suspension reduces the dynamic loading on the base only at certain speeds. This rotor is unbalanced and tension in it, and load resistance is reduced.
One effective and reliable ways to improve the vibration of machines is their balancing rotating parts, which is performed in the manufacture and installation. Therefore, all modern rotors are currently being balanced carefully. Slow enough for the rotors is dynamic balancing them as rigid bodies. However, for machines that have worked for some time, cross-section of the rotor center of gravity may shift from its geometric center. This leads to deterioration of the vibrating machine and, consequently, the need for balancing its operating frequency.
Quality balancing of individual rotors significantly reduces the time needed for vibrobalancing. This balancing machines to collect in own support allows correct effects of some technological deviations are allowed to install, and some structural and operational factors, whose impact can not be excluded in other ways.
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